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Determinants of vaccine hesitancy (WHO SAGE, 2014)

Individual & social group 
influences

Vaccine & vaccination 
specific issues

Contextual 
influences

• Scientific risk/benefit
• Vaccination schedule
• Mode administration or 

delivery
• Introduction new vaccine
• Vaccine supply
• Healthcare professionals
• Costs
• Tailoring vaccines

• Perceived risk/benefit
• Social norm, individual need
• Beliefs, attitudes and 

motivations about health
• Knowledge, awareness 
• Trust in health system or 

provider
• Experience with past 

vaccination

• Influential individuals or 
leaders

• Politics, policies (mandates)
• Religion, culture
• Socio-economics
• Communication and media
• Pharmaceutical industry
• Historical influences
• Geographic barriers
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Lowest confidence in the 

safety of vaccines in the world

7/10 countries in the world 

with lowest confidence levels 

in Europe, including France, 

Italy, Greece and Slovenia

European region

Country with the lowest 

level of confidence in the 

safety of vaccines

France 

Overall vaccine confidence 

is positive, though 

responses differ between 

countries

Overall results

Education increases 

confidence in vaccine 

importance and effectiveness 

but not safety

Education

2016 Vaccine Confidence IndexTM

Key findings from a 67-country survey

Larson, 2016
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Changes in public confidence between 2015-2018

Countries with increase in confidence in safety, 
importance, effectiveness and religious compatibility

Slovenia Greece Italy The UK

20%

10%

0%

-10%

Countries with increase in confidence in safety

France Netherlands DemarkRomania

20%

10%

0%

-10%

Vaccines are important for 
children to have

Vaccines are safe Vaccines are effective Vaccines are compatible with my 
religious beliefs

20%

10%

0%

-10%

Poland

Countries with decrease in confidence in safety, 
importance, effectiveness and religious compatibility

Czech Republic

20%

10%

0%

-10%
SwedenFinland

Countries with decrease in confidence in safety

Larson, 2018
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The VCI in context: 
the cost of broken trust in the Philippines
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Confidence in vaccine 
safety decreased from  

82% to 21%

Confidence in 

importance decreased 

from 93% to 32%

Confidence in 

effectiveness decreased 

from 82% to 22%

Larson 2019
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GO2i-r39hok


Bouder, 2015. Transparency and trust in the European pharmaceutical sector 

(Journal of risk research)

Reported trust in the internet in Europe 
Why it’s not as simple as it looks

The way the Internet influences our 

decision is complex and not always 

obvious

What do we mean 

by trust in the 

Internet?

Not trusting the internet 

does not always mean not 

using the internet to look 

for information online – we 

do not always act in a 

rational manner
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Yes, 
once a 

week or 
more
10%

Yes, several 
times a month

9%

Yes, about once 
a month

13%

Yes, less than 
once a month

27%

No, never
41%

2014: 59% of participants in the EU 

Barometer survey used internet to 

search for health-related 

information within the last year 

The use of the internet for health-
related information in the EU

63%

67%

69%

70%

70%

73%

France

Finland

Ireland

Sweden

Denmark

Netherlands

13%

17%

23%

26%

33%

47%

85%

Patient org. websites

Apps

Social networks

Newspapers, magazines

Official websites

Blogs and forums

Search engines

While 89% of respondents in the EU are satisfied with the 
health information they found on the internet and 81% 
agree they can distinguish high- from low-quality 
information, 39% say they do not trust the information 
they find

Eurobarometer 2014: European citizens’ digital health literacy

Countries with highest use of 

internet for health information

Most commonly reported sources 

of health information online
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Experts; 
healthcare 

professionals

The public; 
patients

Changing 
dynamics in 

communication 
and interactions

Public: more 
empowered, 

engaged, 
informed
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Type of misinformation online: anti-

vaccination movements vs public concerns

Key themes: safety (incl. autism, MS, other 

side effects), lack effectiveness, conspiracy 

theories (ingredients, sterilisation, vaccines 

not tested), link cancer

Where does misinformation circulate? We often think of social media when we think about 

misinformation, but we see a lot of misinformation on websites, blogs and news articles as well

Effective style of communication for spreading concerns: impact of videos, images, stories; very 

rapid style of communication 

The problem of misinformation and the spread of 

unverified concerns online
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Impact of social and digital media on vaccine confidence

The tipping point

Origin of information

The group effect

Making rumours stick

Selection and 

perception biases

Facilitates global spread and amplification of 

rumours and concerns as well as polarises the 

issue

Anyone can become a 

contributor of the news 

from parents to anti-

vaccination movements and 

experts

Group communities: bringing people 

with similar beliefs together (not 

only through vaccination)

Information is more 

subjective and 

emotional in nature 

We look for the information we want to find (pre-

determined beliefs) through the search terms we use 

and the pages we read, and platforms reinforce this 

bias
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May 2014: 15 girls from the same school develop the 

same symptoms after HPV vaccination: dizziness, 

nausea, difficulty walking, spasms 

→Transmission of videos via social media

→More than 600 girls in the country in a few weeks

No biological link identified with the vaccine

The government classifies the reactions as “mass 

psychogenic illnesses”
➢Public outcry: “The government doesn’t take us 

seriously, despises our girls”

The spread of emotions: mass psychogenic illnesses and HPV 
vaccination in Colombia

2016: vaccine coverage drops to 15%, with impacts seen on other vaccines
Simas 2019
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Larson 2018, The Biggest pandemic risk? Viral misinformation (Nature)

What do we mean by the “anti-vaccination movement”?

Bad science

People with medical 

credentials fuelling 

exaggerated or 

unfounded fears (e.g. 

Wakefield) 

Financial gains

People who see a 

financial opportunity for 

selling books, services 

or other products 

Political opportunity

People with goal of 

polarising society (e.g. 

trolls and bots both for

and against vaccination; 

populism)

Super-spreaders

People who propagate 

information to like-

minded vaccine-

questioners 

The “anti-vaccination movement” ≠ public or parental concerns, vaccine hesitancy

Communication strategies: use of multiple sources of information (from blogs to Facebook groups, 

Twitter, news interviews but also scientific journals); extremely good communicators, well-organised 

and networked (psychology of communication, emotional stories with some “scientific” facts, 

(over)filling the gap when no positive information)
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Misinformation and 
rumours can have 

serious impacts and 
can persist over time

Now that Trump won, we 
can all feel safe in sharing 

that Mr Trump met with 
autism advocates in 

August. He gave us 45 
minutes and was extremely 

educated on our issues.
The Age of Autism anti-

vaccine blog, 2016
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The need for a 
continuous feedback and listening loop

If we want to be able to 
respond to misinformation 

and hesitancy, we first 
need to understand how it 
is created, what content is 

shared, and how it is 
shared and engaged with

Need for continuous 
listening to the public

ADVANCE (2017). Developing communication strategies on vaccine benefits and risks
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01 02 03 04
Social and digital 

media have changed 

the dynamics 

between patients/the 

public and healthcare 

professionals

Various ways social 

and digital media can 

influence confidence in 

vaccination, it’s not 

only about trust in the 

information source

Difference between 

public concerns 

circulating online and 

anti-vaccination 

movement spreading 

misinformation: our 

responses should 

reflect this

Important to keep 

listening to the public 

and monitoring digital 

and social media: not as 

a representative tool of 

what a population thinks 

but as an indicator of 

the information they 

may be exposed to

Conclusions and implications
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